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地址 DIATEX spa 
Via Firenze, 4 
36030 Villaverla

国家 意大利

产品/机械
Stone 
Diatex, an ever since leading company in the Ceramic Industry, have been active for a few years in the Stone Industry market, thus becoming a top
manufacturer and a benchmark for customers who demand innovative solutions, great skills and a qualified technical assistance.

Diatex , a customer oriented company , keep always the customers´ satisfaction as the goal of their mission. Their technical staff and a totally " made
in Italy " production enable the company to create prototypes and test new products within short times , thus satisfying their customers´ requirements.

At their Test Dept. in Villaverla new tools are tested by means of sophisticated devices which reproduce the customers’ manufacturing process,
enabling Diatex to offer a product which has undergone severe tests. In this way a more competitive and bespoke product is developed.

Ceramics 
DIATEX SPA , established in 1996, ever since oriented to the Ceramic Industry market, soon became a leading company and a benchmark for
worldwide customers in few years. Diatex , a " customer oriented " company , keep always the customers´ satisfaction as the goal of their mission.
Their technical staff and a totally " made in Italy " production enable the company to create prototypes and test new products within short times , thus
satisfying their customers´ requirements.

At their Test Dept in Villaverla new tools are tested by means of sophisticated devices which reproduce the customers’ manufacturing process,
enabling Diatex to offer a product which has undergone severe tests. In this way a more competitive and bespoke product is developed.

Diatex are at your complete disposal to find the best solutions to your requirements. Do not hesitate to contact us either via our e-mail adress or
telephone number and you will get all required advices from our technical and commercial staff.

Glass 
DIATEX SPA , established in 1996, ever since oriented to the Ceramic and Stone Industry market, soon became a leading company and a benchmark
for worldwide customers as well in few years. Diatex , a " customer oriented " company , keep always the customers´ satisfaction as the goal of their
mission. Their technical staff and a totally " made in Italy " production enable the company to create prototypes and test new products within short
times , thus satisfying their customers´ requirements.

At their Test Dept. in Villaverla new tools are tested by means of sophisticated devices which reproduce the customers’ manufacturing process,
enabling Diatex to offer a product which has undergone severe tests. In this way a more competitive and bespoke product is developed.

Diatex are at your complete disposal to find the best solutions to your requirements. Do not hesitate to contact us either via our e-mail adress or
telephone number and you will get all required advices from our technical and commercial staff.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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